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Person tracking in large public spaces
using 3D range sensors
Dražen Brščić, Member, IEEE, Takayuki Kanda, Member, IEEE, Tetsushi Ikeda and Takahiro Miyashita

Abstract—A method for tracking the position, orientation, and
height of persons in large public environments is presented.
Such information is known to be useful both for understanding
their actions, as well as for applications such as human-robot
interaction. We use multiple three-dimensional range sensors,
mounted above human height to have less occlusion between
persons. A computationally simple tracking method is proposed
that works on single sensor data and combines multiple sensors
so that large areas can be covered with a minimum number of
sensors. Moreover it can work with different sensor types and is
robust to the imperfect sensor measurements, so it is possible to
combine currently available 3D range sensor solutions to achieve
tracking in wide public spaces. The method was implemented
in a shopping center environment, and it was shown that good
tracking performance can be achieved.

Fig. 1: Illustration of person tracking in public spaces using
multiple 3D range sensors

Index Terms—person tracking, 3D range sensors.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

BSERVING and understanding the actions of persons in
public environments is highly valuable. Information on
the position and body orientation of persons can be used for the
estimation of their attention and intention, and for extracting
knowledge on their behavior and social connections. For
example, with such knowledge in a museum we can tell which
exhibits people consider more attractive, or in a shopping mall
we could distinguish whether people are window-shopping or
just passing. This information can be very useful for designing
and adapting various services for the persons in the space.
Additionally, we believe that in the future robots will be
gradually introduced into our daily environments, and a system
which can detect and track all the persons in a public space
can be very beneficial for the interaction with social robots.
The robot could both directly utilize the tracking results or
use the analysis of collected long-term data for the design and
improvement of services.
In this paper we consider the estimation of the position
and body direction of persons in wide public spaces using
multiple stationary sensors distributed in the environment. We
are interested in a non-wearable solution where persons do
not need to attach markers or carry special devices, as we
want to observe the unrestricted motion of all the persons
in the space. What we aim to achieve is a practical way for
tracking of persons in real wide public environments that can
reliably and autonomously work for a long period of time.
While several solutions for accurate human pose estimation in
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confined spaces exists, one can only find a limited number of
systems capable of doing online long-term large-area tracking
of persons. There exist examples of tracking solutions using
cameras or laser range finders, but these have also a number
of weaknesses for application in large public spaces.
Our proposed setup consists of several overhead mounted
three-dimensional range sensors, which provide measurements
in the form of distances from the sensor to the objects in
the area, Fig. 1. We concentrate on tracking in spaces like
museums, shopping malls or galleries, where we expect the
persons are mostly walking or standing straight. We also
assume that in these spaces the ceiling is high enough to allow
a good coverage with overhead mounted sensors.
The requirements for the tracking system in order to be
usable is that it has good tracking accuracy, that it can work
reliably and robustly on most persons and for a varying number
of persons in the covered area, and that it is scalable to
wide areas and a large number of sensors. The target test
environment in this work is a shopping center, which we
believe is representative of the main challenges for people
tracking in public spaces.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
give a brief overview of the related work. Section III presents
the details of the proposed tracking method. After that the
evaluation of the tracking is given for two different setups, for
a closed laboratory environment in Section IV and for a large
public space in a shopping mall in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Research on person tracking, in particular using standard
RGB cameras, has a long history and the existing literature is
very extensive. Detection and tracking of persons using camera
images has been surveyed in e.g. [1]–[3]. Recent works present
some impressive tracking results, even in very crowded scenes,
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such as [4]–[6] to list a few. There also exists a number of
computer vision approaches that address the issue of tracking
both position and body direction estimation, like [7] or [8].
However, the number of applications of cameras for tracking
in a large public space like the environment considered in this
work is still small, and they are often also limited to single
camera views, relatively simple and static backgrounds, or do
not discuss the long-term use of the method with changing
illumination. Obtaining a robust and completely autonomous
camera based solution for continuous tracking in public spaces
appears to still be a hard problem. In addition, although
unrelated to the tracking performance, privacy issues can also
often pose an obstacle to the introduction of such systems in
public areas.
Laser range finders, which use a laser ray to scan the area in
a plane, have frequently been successfully applied for human
position tracking in wide public spaces [9]–[12]. Although
these solutions work very well in practice, generally they are
limited only to the estimation of the persons’ position. In [11]
an extension to body angle estimation was presented but it
is sensitive to the occlusion of the view of the person, so it
can work reliably only when the number of persons is small.
The problem of persons occluding each other in the sensor
view is commonly a serious issue for this type of sensors, as
it can lead to increased estimation errors due to partial view
or complete disappearance of a person from the sensor view.
On the other hand, 3D range sensing has gained more
attention recently due to the increased availability of such
sensors. Some recent works have applied 3D range sensors
for detection and tracking of persons [13]–[17]. In [13] and
[14] the problem of detecting pedestrians in complex outdoor
scenes was discussed and tracking was applied to the detection
results. [15] present methods for explicitly taking into account
the possibility that persons are temporarily occluded. Somewhat in the same line of the method proposed in this work, [18]
suggest the use of the head and shoulder area to detect humans
in 3D range data. An example of the use of 3D range sensors
for estimating the person’s body orientation was described in
[19]. These works all use a horizontal view of the sensors,
so similarly to laser range finders they are prone to occlusion
between subjects. The use of overhead mounting was proposed
in [16] (looking straight down) and [17] (tilted), but they were
limited to a single sensor and did not try to detect the body
angle from range data.
From the point of view for a long-term implementation in
real-world environments range data has an important advantage over RGB data in that the influence of the change of
illumination is much smaller and can often be disregarded.
Another issue are the changes in the background, which can
be easily filtered out in range data by excluding all data
outside of the tracking area, but can influence computer vision
algorithms. One downside is that range data is generally less
informative than RGB when it comes to recognition of persons
or distinction between persons and other objects.
Several works also proposed the combination of different
sensing modalities, like camera and laser range finders [20],
[21] or the use of RGB-D cameras which combine 3D range
and camera measurements [22], [23]. However from the prac-

tical implementation point of view combining multiple sensor
types makes the system more complex, especially for large
area tracking. On the other hand, currently available compact
RGB-D cameras, like the Microsoft Kinect, still have some
weaknesses when applied in public spaces (see discussion in
Section III-B).
For these reasons in this work we chose to use 3D range
sensors that can be presently found on the market. We propose
a simple yet robust estimation technique, which integrates the
output from multiple sensors for wide area coverage.
III. T RACKING M ETHOD
A. Sensor arrangement
As shown in Fig. 1, the considered setup consists of multiple
sensors mounted above human height. Based on our personal
experience with public space tracking using laser range finders
[11], we found that the advantages of using overhead mounting
are twofold: (1) it allows a good view of all the persons
and minimizes occlusions due to surrounding objects or other
persons, which is especially important for situations when the
density of persons in the space is high; (2) placing the sensors
overhead is essential for their seamless integration in public
spaces, as otherwise they can easily become an obstruction
and influence the behavior of persons in the space.
The sensors can be mounted so that they either face straight
down or at an angle (we refer to this as observation angle,
where facing straight down corresponds to 0o ). A larger
observation angle allows wider coverage with one sensor, but
it also increases the possibility of occlusions and incomplete
views, so the sensor placement is a matter of compromise
between these conflicting factors.
B. Choice of sensors
The sensor choice and the tracking method are both strongly
dependent on the characteristics of the 3D range sensors that
are used. The three representative types of 3D range sensors
currently available on the market are: structured light cameras,
time-of-flight cameras and multi-layer laser scanners.
Structured light cameras This type of sensor measures range
based on camera views of a projected light pattern. From
the point of view of installation in wide public spaces, these
sensors have a relatively small usable range: the maximum
range at which correct and stable measurements can still be
obtained is around 5 meters. The measurements are accurate
with low noise, especially for close ranges. But they suffer
from a strong influence of external light and from interference
between sensors, which can cause missing measurements. The
number of missing measurements increases with distance,
especially for dark objects like dark hair. The current market
price of this type of sensor is very affordable. In this work
we use Microsoft Kinect1 and Asus Xtion PRO2 models. (The
Kinect is actually an RGB-D camera, i.e. it provides both range
measurements and RGB camera images, but in this work we
use only its range sensing functionality.)
1 http://www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect
2 http://www.asus.com/Multimedia/Motion

Sensor/Xtion PRO/
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Time-of-Flight cameras ToF cameras measure the time
a projected light needs to travel to an object in order to
determine the distance (here we consider ToF cameras that use
LEDs as light source). Their usable range is similar to those of
structured light cameras, but they in general have much noisier
measurements, with the level of noise increasing with the
distance. There is also a strong interference between sensors
which can result in unstable distance measurements. However,
the influence of external light for some of the commercially
available ToF cameras is much smaller. The price is in the
mid-low range, usually several tens of times more expensive
than the available structured light cameras. The sensor used
here is Panasonic D-IMager EKL31053 .
Multi-layer laser scanners These sensors use multiple laser
scanning units rotating together in order to obtain a 3D range
measurement. The maximum measurement distance for these
sensors is much larger than for above types. They are also very
accurate with low levels of noise, and virtually no influence
from external light or other sensors. Their main weakness is
the low resolution of the measurements in the vertical direction
as defined by the number of sensing units, which gives a limit
on the range up to which they can be used for tracking. The
cost of the sensor is considerably higher then for the above 2
types. In the implementation we use the Velodyne HDL-32E4 .
Since all types have both strong and weak points, the
decision on which sensor to use will depend on the environment where we wish to do the tracking. It will often be
necessary to combine multiple types, as for example in our
target environment presented in Section V.
There exist other sensor types that can give 3D range
measurements, for example stereo cameras or flash LIDARs
(which measure distance based on the ToF principle using laser
pulses). However while for the former the range where accurate measurements can be achieved is usually fairly limited, for
the latter type the cost of the commercially available solutions
at this moment is still prohibitively high for this application.
C. Method overview
The main issues in the considered setup are the large
number of sensors that need to be processed and the limitations
of the available sensors. We therefore pose the following
key requirements on the tracking method: (1) Robust toward
measurement imperfections; and (2) Works with single-sensor
partial views.
Due to the proposed overhead mounting the persons can be
quite far from the sensors, which means they will be used in a
range where their weaknesses are amplified. As explained in
Section III-B, depending on the sensor type that is being used,
the main issues when using 3D range sensors can be: high level
of noise, low measurement resolution, influence of external
light, and interference with other sensors. The tracking method
therefore needs to be robust to noise and missing or sparse
measurements. It must also reliably work for a large variety
of persons, independent of traits such as hairstyle or clothing.
3 http://www2.panasonic.biz/es/densetsu/device/3DImageSensor/en/
4 http://velodynelidar.com/lidar/hdlproducts/hdl32e.aspx

A second requirement is that it should work with single
sensor data which only gives a partial view of a person.
There are two reasons for this: larger coverage and separate
processing. One advantage of using single sensor coverage
over multi-sensor full view is that it allows the covering of a
much larger space with the same number of sensors, and is
hence much more cost effective. But even more importantly,
such arrangement is indispensable if we want to avoid mutual
interference between sensors, which is characteristic of some
of the 3D range sensor types, as explained before. We arrange
the sensors in such a way so that they cover separate areas,
with partial overlap for a smooth transition of tracking between
the areas.
Finally, we choose to separately process the data from each
sensor and then combine the processed data. This division
makes it possible to have a distribution of processing tasks to
several computers, and thus makes the method more scalable
for use in large environments. Combining of raw range measurements would be possible in areas where multiple sensor
views overlap, but this would also make the processing more
interdependent and therefore less scalable.
In light of the above requirements, we propose a method that
consists of two independent steps: (1) estimation of position,
height and body direction of persons from range data, which is
done independently for every sensor; (2) fusion of estimation
results from all sensors. In the first step we use a heuristic
technique which is designed to be robust to both imperfect
measurement data and different person shapes. In the second
step the estimates from all sensors are fused using Bayesian
filtering.
Figure 2 shows the whole processing pipeline of the proposed method. The details of the single sensor estimation are
given in Section III-E whereas tracking using multiple sensors
is described in Section III-F.
D. Sensor calibration
In order to use multiple sensors together they need to
be calibrated beforehand, i.e. their 3D pose in a common
coordinate system needs to be determined. This is crucial for
the correct functioning of the tracking. In the experimental
room environment in Section IV for each sensor we used a
calibration procedure based on markers - flat surfaces on poles
- which were placed in the field of view of the sensor. As the
position of the surfaces in the coordinate system of the sensor
can be easily extracted from range data, by putting the markers
on predetermined known locations and using on the known
pole heights all 6 sensor pose parameters (3 for position and
3 for angles) are easily calculated.
However in the shopping center setup (Section V) this
procedure was not applicable since the previously discussed
measurement imperfections did not allow for a precise detection of the markers, and also the measurement of exact marker
position in the environment was difficult. We therefore relied
on a manual calibration of the sensors, which consisted in
visually examining the 3D data. We used a two step procedure:
(1) adjusting the height, observation angle and sensor tilt so
that floor becomes flat and height of a person is the same
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Fig. 2: Pipeline of the tracking method

in the whole tracking area; (2) set the other 3 parameters
by comparing and matching the measurements of neighboring
sensors as well as to a plan of the environment. This was
a quite laborious task, but it only needed to be done once.
Obviously this manual procedure introduces an additional
calibration error that affects the accuracy of the tracker.
E. Estimation of position and orientation from single sensor
data
1) Person extraction: background subtraction and clustering: A 3D range sensor returns measurements in the form of
an array, where each value (pixel) corresponds to the distance
from the sensor to objects. At first, for noisy range data, it is
beneficial to filter out outlier points to prevent their influence
on the estimate. This is done by checking the range difference
to the neighboring pixels and discarding the ones for which
this difference is too large.
Next, we extract the parts of the measurements belonging
to each observed person. First, as the sensors are on fixed
positions, it is easy to separate the points belonging to
moving objects (i.e. persons) from the rest of the scan using background subtraction. The statistic of the“background”
measurement – the measurement when there are no moving
objects – is learned beforehand and later continuously updated
to handle changes in the background. For each pixel the mean
range value and the standard deviation are calculated. New
measurements are compared with the background and the
pixels for which the range difference is larger than 5 standard
deviations are extracted.
The extracted points are then converted to 3D points ((x,
y, z), with z being the height) and clustered in order to
separate points belonging to different persons. The clustering
is done point by point, starting from the highest one (i.e. with
descending z) to make use of the fact that in general there

is better separation between persons in the higher layers
where the heads are. A point is assigned to an existing
cluster that contains the closest point (based on 3D Euclidean
distance). In case the distance to the closest point is larger
than a threshold (set to 0.3m in the implementation) a new
cluster containing only the examined point is created. This is
repeated until all points have been processed. After that we
additionally merge clusters that are very close to each other
and remove clusters that have a very small number of points.
To prevent the merging of clusters of persons standing close
or passing nearby, we check the shape of the resulting cluster
by calculating the dispersion of cluster points in the (x, y)
plane. The clusters are not merged if the obtained standard
deviation of the points is larger than a threshold, empiricaly set
to 250 mm. We found that this successfully separates persons
into different clusters, apart from some difficult situations like
children staying very close to parents or being carried in arms.
2) Extraction of head and shoulder regions: From each
cluster we extract the points belonging to the top of the head
and shoulders. The reason for using these two regions is that
due to the overhead positioning of the sensors they are in
general always visible, at least partially. Moreover one can
expect that the influence of specific hairstyle, facial geometry
or clothing on the shape will typically be lower than for other
parts of the body.
The extraction procedure we use is based on the division
of the cluster points vertically into layers, with the top layer
starting at the highest point in the cluster. We used layers of
fixed height (10 cm in the experiments). For most occasions
when a person is standing straight with hands down, the
topmost layer will correspond to the head-top region. However,
to make the decision more robust, particularly with respect to
noisy points above the head, we also examine the number of
points in the layers. Looking at the first two layers we chose
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the one with most points as head top layer. The assumption is
that the layers with more points contain surfaces which point
upwards, in this case the head top.
The shoulder layer is then defined as the layer in the
expected range of 2 to 4 layers away from the head top layer,
which has the largest number of points, corresponding to the
upward facing surface of the shoulders. Finally, the points
in the shoulder layer which are close to the head (the (x,y)
distance to the head center is small; the head center calculation
as explained later) are discarded, to avoid the inclusion of
points from the chin or hair, as they could influence the
subsequent calculations.
A more direct approach to extract the head-top and shoulder
regions would be e.g. to use normals to find flat surfaces.
However we found it very hard to obtain a stable calculation
of normals from the noisy and incomplete measurements
that were obtained from the sensors in our applications. The
simplified layer extraction approach presented here generally
produced much more consistent results.
In our tests this method gave robust extraction of head
and shoulder areas in almost all cases. The most distinctive
problem occurs when persons raise their hands high, but this
situation is rare.
Fig. 3 shows some typical shapes of extracted clusters
containing the upper torso and head of a person, with the
extracted head and shoulder areas highlighted. As can be seen
from the figure, compared to other body parts like the face, the
head and the shoulder areas are more clearly visible for these
poses. The pose on the right illustrates common issues when
the sensor observation angle is large: (1) self-occlusion: one
of the shoulders can be occluded by the head; (2) partial view:
often not all points are visible, especially for larger observation
angles – note in the figure how only about half of the head
area points are seen. The estimation method presented next is
designed in such a way so that it is robust to these issues.
3) Position, height and body orientation estimation: We
define the human position, height and body direction as
follows, see Fig. 4a:
•

the person’s position (x, y) and height z are given by the
position of the center of the head top area;

Fig. 4: Estimation of position, body and head angle: (a)
Shoulders are not occluded; (b) Correction of shoulder line
in case of occlusion. See text for details.

the body direction θb is the angle of the vector perpendicular to the line connecting the shoulders and directed
towards the front of the person;
The head 3D position is calculated as the mean position of
the points (xH , y H , z H ) belonging to the head top layer and
this is used as an estimate of the position and height of the
person:
!
NH
NH
X
X

1
1
H
=
(x̂, ŷ) = µH
xH ,
y H , (1)
x , µy
NH i=1 i NH i=1 i
•

ẑ = µH
z =

NH
1 X
zH ,
NH i=1 i

(2)

where NH is the number of points in the head layer.
This calculation will obviously slightly underestimate the
person’s height, but compared to a method such as using the
highest point in the layer it proved to be more stable with
respect to noise and outliers.
The points (xS , y S , z S ) in the shoulder layer are used to
calculate the body angle. This is done by applying principal component analysis (PCA) to the ground projection of
shoulder layer points (i.e. only the (x, y) values). When the
shoulders are clearly visible the first principal component
corresponds to the line of the largest extension of points –
the shoulder line connecting the left and right shoulder. The
line perpendicular to the shoulder line (i.e. the second principal
component) defines the line of the body direction. To find out
the actual body angle we still need to distinguish the person’s
back from the front. For that we make use of the fact, which
was also confirmed in our tests, that for most persons and
typical poses the head center is shifted to the front of the
shoulder line (or in other words the projection of the head
center estimate (x̂, ŷ) on the second PC is positive).



∠(ν2S ), if x̂ − µSx , ŷ − µSy · ν2S ≥ 0,
θ̂b =
(3)
otherwise,
∠(−ν2S ),
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where ν2S stands for the second principal component vector,
and (µSx , µSy ) is the mean position of the points in the shoulder
area.
4) Case of one occluded shoulder: When a person is facing
sideways from the sensor often one of the shoulders can be
occluded (c.f. Fig. 3), in which case calculating the body angle
based on the PCA of the shoulder area points will typically
give a biased result. In these cases we use an approximate
correction procedure, see Fig. 4b.
First we check if an occlusion happened. After computing
the PCA and defining the body front, we divide the shoulder
points into the left and right shoulder areas. The body direction
line, i.e. the line aligned with the second PC and passing
through the head center, is used as the border between the
areas. Next, the positions of the left and right shoulders are
calculated as mean values of the points in the left and right
shoulder areas. We then use two criteria to check if occlusion
of one of the shoulders happened, namely: (1) the ratio of
number of points on the left and right shoulder areas, which is
useful for detecting partial occlusions of one of the shoulders;
(2) position of shoulders with respect to the head center, which
can indicate a complete occlusion.
If either of these situations is detected we use an approximation for the body angle. It consists of calculating first the “head
back point”, which is defined as the mean of 1/4 of head top
area points which are the most in the back, Fig. 4, where the
back is defined with respect to the obtained PCA body angle
estimate. Mathematically the calculation of the head back point
position (xHB , yHB ) can be written as:


X
X
1
1
xH ,
yH  ,
(4)
(xHB , yHB ) = 
NH j j NH j j
 S

S
H
S
s.t. j ∈ [1, NH ] : xH
j − µx , yj − µy · ν2 < dHB
The last expression analyzes the projection of the points in
the head top layer on the second principal component of the
shoulder area ν2S , where dHB is a threshold value defined in
such a way so that the number of points in the back area equals
25% of the total number of head area points.
The shoulder line is then set to the line connecting the
visible shoulder (the shoulder closer to the sensor) and the
head back point, as shown in Fig. 4b, with the body orientation
being perpendicular to this line.
This approximation and the chosen number of points to be
taken for the head back point calculation are a result of tests
with multiple persons and with different sensor poses. In our
experiments, for the cases when one shoulder is occluded this
corrected calculation for the shoulder direction proved to be
more accurate than direct PCA estimation. The value of 25%
gave a good estimate while at the same time being robust to
noise, partial views of the head, and different head shapes and
poses.
F. Multi-sensor Tracking
As explained above, from each sensor s we get an estimate
containing the person position, height and body orientation,
zs = [x̂, ŷ, ẑ, θ̂b ]s , for each person detected by that sensor. In

order to obtain large area smooth and continuous tracking we
combine the estimation results from multiple sensors and fuse
them centrally using a set of Sequential importance resampling
(SIR) particle filters [24].
One particle filter is used for each tracked person. The state
of each particle is given by the position, height and body angle,
with the addition of speed v and movement direction angle θm
of the person.
In the prediction step first for each particle a prediction of
′
the velocity v ′ , motion angle θm
and body angle θb′ states is
obtained by adding zero mean Gaussian noise to their previous
value. See Table I for the used noise variance parameters:
p
for velocity σvp , motion angle σm
, and body angle σbp (the
superscript p stands for “prediction step”). The predicted
position is then calculated based on the predicted speed and
′
′
motion angle: (x′ , y ′ ) = (x + v ′ T cos(θm
), y + v ′ T sin(θm
)),
with T being the update time of the filter. The height is
estimated separately, as explained later.
In order to assign a weight to a particle m we define
the likelihood of the estimate from sensor s, p (zs |m) as a
combination of two independent likelihood models:
p (zs |m) = pxy (zs |m) pb (zs |m) .

(5)

The likelihood for the position is defined with a Gaussian
l
, where dxy is the Eufunction pxy (zs |m) ∼ N dxy , σxy
clidean distance
of
the
estimated
and
predicted head position
√
l
dxy = [(x̂ − x′ )2 + (ŷ − y ′ )2 ] and σxy
is the variance
parameter (the superscript l indicates “likelihood”).
As explained in Section III-E3 we decide the forward
direction of the person by looking at the position of head center
with respect to the shoulder line. For some persons, e.g. due to
the influence of hair style, this assumption might be wrong, in
which case the estimated body angle will be opposite from the
actual one. To take into account this possibility, the body angle
likelihood pb is modeled as being proportional to a weighted
sum of two Gaussians, one centered at the estimated body
angle value and the other at the opposite direction:


l
l
, (6)
+ wb2 N |π − db | , σb2
pb (zs |m) ∼ wb1 N db , σb1
where db = |θ̂b −θb′ | is the absolute difference between the extracted and predicted body angle (normalized to [−π, π]), wb1
l
l
and wb2 are the weights, and σb1
, σb1
are the corresponding
variance parameters.
In cases when the positions of the head or shoulder are close
to the edge of the sensor view, we consider the corresponding
estimate unreliable and set the associated likelihood to 1.
Likelihoods (5) are calculated for estimates from each
sensor and multiplied to obtain the final particle weights:
Y
ωm =
p(zs |m) · pbm (m).
(7)
s

The last term in (7) pbm (m) gives a slight preference to
aligned body and motion angles. This is used to reflect the fact
that humans are most likely to walk forward. The benefit of
adding this term is that even though the motion angle estimate
is not reliable when the person’s velocity is low, this keeps
it aligned to the most probable direction the person might
start walking towards. On the other hand, when the person
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TABLE I: Used tracking parameters
Prediction parameters
Parameter
Value
σvp
0.2 m/s2
p
σm
0.2 rad
σbp
0.2 rad
Likelihood parameters
Parameter
Value
Parameter
l
σxy
0.1 m
wbm1
wbm2
wb1
1
l
σbm
wb2
0.2
l
0.5 rad
σb1
l
0.35 rad
σb2

Value
0.2
0.8
0.5 rad

is walking this helps filter out the errors in the body angle
estimate. This is defined as a weighted sum of a Gaussian and
a constant factor:

l
+ wbm2 ,
(8)
pbm ∼ wbm1 N dbm , σbm

l
with weights wbm1 , wbm2 and variance parameter σbm
, where
′
′
dbm = |θb − θm | is the absolute difference between the
predicted body and motion angle.
One could also include the height in the particle filter
likelihood and prediction calculations. However, this would
increase the necessary number of particles, which we wish to
keep small in order to lower the computation cost. Instead, an
estimate of the height value for each particle is obtained as a
weighted sum of its current value zold and the estimated value
from the sensor, using the likelihood (5) as weight:

z = (1 − p(zs |m))zold + p(zs |m)ẑs ,

(9)

This is repeated for all sensors s for which the person is
visible.
The result of the tracking is calculated at each step as a
weighted mean of the particle states. The particles are then
resampled using the systematic resampling algorithm [24].
The parameters that were used in the experimental room
environment in the following section are listed in Table I. The
values were chosen empirically for that specific setup. Small
changes in the parameters have only a minor effect on the
performance. Nevertheless for different setups or sensor types
it might be necessary to re-tune them. For example, for the
shopping center implementation (Section V) we changed the
following parameters in order to account for the much larger
l
l
l
= 0.2, σb1
= 0.7 and σb2
= 0.5.
measurement noise: σxy
During tracking, if a cluster that is not assigned to any
particle filter has been observed for several steps in a row
it is identified as new person, with an id and a new particle
filter assigned to it. The number of steps to wait until starting
the tracking is decided based on the situation: e.g. in the setup
in Section IV where the measurements were stable the number
is set to 5, while in the public space implementation in Section
V it was increased to 10, particularly to attenuate the influence
of spurious data due to interference between ToF cameras.
For the person deletion we look at the dispersion of the
particles in the particle filter – when no cluster is found close
to the tracked person it will cause the particles to spread
and after the dispersion becomes large (st.dev. of position is

larger than 500 mm) the corresponding tracked person will be
deleted. In addition, we use a simple reassignment mechanism:
in case a new person appears close to a recently deleted
one it will be recognized as same person. This enables long
time continuous tracking of the persons (i.e. without losing
the person’s id), as person deletions can often be caused by
the person temporarily exiting the tracking area, occlusions in
crowds or too unreliable measurements. This was especially
true for the shopping center setup (the continuity evaluation
results are given in V-B), whereas for the room setup in
Section IV we in general did not have problems with tracking
continuity.
For each tracked person the number of necessary particles is
estimated using KLD sampling [25], with a minimum number
of 50 particles. The maximum filter update rate is fixed to 30
Hz. When there are many sensors and tracked persons, like in
the setup in Section V, the update rate can drop due to the
high computation load, in which case the filter parameters are
scaled appropriately.
G. Remarks on the tracking method
The techniques for the detection and tracking presented
here might seem overly simplified. However they have been
chosen and tested with one basic requirement in mind: they
have to work robustly in the targeted real world setup, where
the measurements obtained using currently available 3D range
sensors are far from perfect, with issues such as noise, missing
data and limited resolution. We have tried a number of other
more sophisticated methods, such as extraction and tracking
of specific face features like nose or chin, matching a simplified body model, or using different 3D feature descriptors.
Even though during testing in the laboratory many of these
approaches gave satisfactory results, they turned out to be too
sensitive to the measurement imperfections and thus not usable
in the shopping center setup. In addition, most of them were
computationally more expensive than the presented approach.
Obviously, one consequence of using the presented simplified model is that it does not offer an easy way of distinguishing between persons and other objects in the environment. This
will be discussed more later in the evaluation results.
Concerning the computational complexity, for the feature
extraction the most computationally intensive part is the point
clustering algorithm. As it involves checking the distance of
each extracted point with all previously assigned points in a
straightforward implementation the complexity grows with the
square of the number of extracted points. We use a number
of heuristics, like stopping the search when a very close point
was found, to speed it up. As the complexity of the tracking
is clearly proportional to the total number of particles, the
complexity of the calculation of both feature extraction and
tracking will increase with the number of tracked persons.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL ROOM E VALUATION
We first validate the method in a smaller indoor setup
shown in Fig. 5. In this section we wish to: (a) evaluate
the tracking performance under different person densities by
using an accurate motion capture system; (b) compare the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: Experimental room environment.

performance with a laser range finder based system; and (c)
show it can be successfully used also in this type of setup as
well as work reliably for different persons.
We set up multiple Kinect cameras mounted on the ceiling
covering the whole room, Fig. 5. The sensors were at a height
of 2.57m with observation angle of approximately 53 degrees.
A Vicon motion capture system5 was installed in the same
space and we used markers on the head and shoulders to obtain
the ground truth for the position, body direction and height.
Due to the limited coverage of the motion capture system
the evaluation was done in the middle of the room, inside
a space of approximately 8m2 (3.5 x 2.3 meters). For the
tracking we only used 5 Kinect sensors which completely
covered that area. For comparison to a different type of
tracking system, we additionally put two laser range finders
in opposite corners of the tracking area and independently
tracked the persons using the system from [11].
To ensure that the participants behave in a natural way we
set up the environment like a photography exhibition (Fig. 5).
The participants were asked to move in the space and examine
the photos. In total 16 subjects participated in the experiment.
We tested the tracking under 3 different conditions: with 2, 4,
or 8 participants doing the experiment at the same time (person
densities 0.25, 0.5 and 1 person/m2 ). For each condition we
took multiple trials with different subjects.
The tracking result using the 3D range sensor system for one
of the participants is shown in Fig. 6. As seen from the figure,
the estimated values follow closely the motion capture system
output. The result is smooth with no noticeable problem in the
transition between sensors. (For a video of the tracking refer
to the supplementary material.)
Occasionally the estimated body direction reversed 180◦
from the real body orientation, due to the wrong estimation of
the front and back. One such example can be seen in Fig. 6d
around 5 sec. In all cases the estimate went back to the correct
value in a short time.
From the height values in Fig. 6c it is easy to notice the
instants when the tracked person leaned forward to take a
better look at the picture. This shows an example how useful
information can be obtained from the height. The unusual
pose affected slightly the height and body angle estimation
accuracy.
The result of the performance of both the LRF based tracker
5 http://www.vicon.com/

Fig. 6: Sample tracking result – comparison of proposed
tracking method (dashed line) with Vicon motion capture
system output (solid line): (a) x position, (b) y position; (c)
height; (d) body angle.
TABLE II: Room setup evaluation of the tracking with laser
range finders and 3D range sensors
Number of persons in area:

2

4

8

MOTP [mm]

95.17

116.79

124.79

MOTA [%]
- miss [%]
- false pos. [%]
- ID changes

99.83
0.12
0.05
0

99.55
0.26
0.19
0

97.76
0.80
1.39
29

MOTP [mm]
height MAE [mm]
body angle MAE [o ]

74.48
26.20
16.20

82.50
23.95
21.38

73.60
23.40
26.57

MOTA [%]
- miss [%]
- false pos. [%]
- ID changes

99.94
0.04
0.02
1

99.97
0.02
0.00
2

99.88
0.11
0.00
2

LRF

3D

and the tracking using multiple Kinects is summarized in Table
II. The evaluation was done using the CLEAR MOT metrics
[26], which evaluates the multiple object tracking precision
(MOTP) as the average error in the estimated position, and the
accuracy (MOTA), which takes into account missed persons,
false positives and changes in the ID. In addition, for the 3D
range sensor system we estimated the mean absolute error
(MAE) of the body angle and height estimates.
The results show that with higher density of persons the
performance of the laser range finder based tracker gradually decreases. While the precision is around 10cm and the
accuracy is close to 100% for 2 persons, the performance
degrades with the number of persons, as the number of partial
or complete occlusions of persons in the sensor view increases.
In the 8 person condition at many instants part of the subjects
were completely occluded, which resulted in a drop in the
accuracy.
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The 3D range sensor system proved to be more robust to the
change in person density, with the position and height error
as well as MOTA value all showing no significant difference
between conditions. However, a gradual increase of the body
error angle estimate can be noticed, which can be explained
by the increased occlusions in the shoulder area. The tracking
precision of the position is also slightly better than for the
LRF tracker.
These result show that the proposed system can be successfully used in this setup and that it outperforms a LRF based
system. However, note that this environment is quite different
from our target shopping center environment presented in the
next section. Here there is almost no external light influence
and the ceilings are low so it was possible to make use of
the Kinect sensors in the measurement range where they have
relatively low noise and high accuracy.
V. S HOPPING M ALL I NSTALLATION
In the following we present the setup and results of the
tracking system implementation in a part of the “ATC” business and shopping center in the bay area of Osaka, Japan. We
first show the system design for a the real world environment
and analyze the achieved performance in terms of tracking
accuracy. Second, we provide an example where the obtained
large amount of continuous tracking data can provide useful
knowledge.
A video of the tracking system in operation can be found
in the supplementary materials. Moreover, samples of both the
raw sensor data and tracking results are made freely available
on our website [27].
A. System setup
A map of the space with the sensor arrangement is shown
in Fig. 7. In the west part of the covered area there is a large
square, which connects to a long corridor in the east area
with several shops on the side. The corridor leads to the train
station and to the rest of the shopping center. Going north
from the square it is possible to access escalators and elevators
which lead to shops, offices and parking lots. Additionally, the
corridor on the west leads to a ferry terminal. Once a day a
ferry leaves from there.
Over the whole length of the area to the south there is a
large window extending from the ceiling to the floor. This lets
in much of the external light and gives very uneven lighting
conditions during the day.
The tracking system is realized as a combination of different
3D range sensor types. The choice of sensors was based on a
compromise between their characteristics (see Section III-B)
and the specific requirements for coverage. As the main sensor
for close range sensing (e.g. in the corridor) we chose the
Panasonic D-IMager, because of its robustness to external
light. In total 36 sensors of this type were installed. Due
to the operating principle of the sensor, when two sensors
using the same operating frequency observe the same space
a strong interference occurs. As this sensor model uses 3
operating frequencies it was not possible to obtain a complete
coverage of the whole area. Therefore in addition we also

Fig. 7: Tracking area and sensor setup in ATC shopping mall.
The dashed line shows the border of the area covered by
the sensors. The photos below show the corridor area in the
afternoon on a typical weekday (left) and weekend (right).

use 11 ASUS Xtion PRO structured light cameras to cover
the remaining parts. Because of their sensitivity to external
light we tried to avoid putting them in areas where there
was direct sunlight. Finally, the measurement range of both
of these sensors was too limited to be used in the square area,
so we covered that space with 2 Velodyne HDL-32E rotating
laser scanners. The D-IMager and Xtion PRO sensors were
mounted on approximately 4 meters height with an observation
angle between 40◦ and 50◦ , whereas Velodyne sensors were
mounted on pillars 8 meters above ground at an angle of 54◦ .
The total area of the space covered by the tracking system is
around 900 m2 .
The sensors are connected using USB extensions to a
control room. A total of 43 PCs are used to receive the sensor
data and forward it to a central processing PC (Intel core
i7 CPU, 3.2 GHz, 6 cores, 32 GB RAM), which performs
all the processing, including feature estimation and tracking
algorithm. We opted to keep all processing centralized as this
makes the implementation simpler, and since we plan to use
the system for several years it also makes it more reliable and
easy to maintain. The implementation is done in Java. The
system is able to process the data online with 40 Hz when the
number of persons is low, which falls to around 10 Hz when
the number of tracked persons approaches 150.
The system started operating in July 2012 and we have
been regularly using it to gather pedestrian data and perform
experiments with robots.
B. Evaluation of tracking accuracy
Since we did not have a ground truth for the tracking
as we did for the experimental room setup, here we focus
on the analysis of the tracking accuracy, for which we used
manually labeled data. As in the previous section, we use the
CLEAR MOT metrics for evaluation. For the labeling we used
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TABLE III: Evaluation of shopping center tracking accuracy
Weekday
Nr. of labeled persons
MOTA [%]
- miss [%]
- false pos. [%]
- ID changes

Weekend

Combined

102

305

407

98.63
0.92
0.19
13

93.21
4.42
1.83
85

94.47
3.6
1.46
98

(a) Robovie R3
10

20

5
x [m]

y [m]

0

C. Comparison to robot self-localization
An exact evaluation of the tracking precision is not really
possible as no accurate tracking system is available for such a
large area, so for an assessment of the tracking precision we
present here a comparison of the tracking of a mobile robot
with the result of robot self localization. We drove a Robovie

−20

−40
0

−5
100
200
time [s]

−10
0

300

100
200
time [s]

(b) x position

(c) y position
body angle [o ]

1.0

0.5

0.0
0

300

360

1.5

height [m]

tracking data from two days in November, one weekday and
one weekend day. Four one-minute periods were taken from
each day (at 10:00, 13:00, 16:00, and 19:00) and all persons
that were inside the tracking area during that time were labeled
– a total of 407 persons. In addition to sensors there are also
16 cameras that cover the whole tracking area, so the labeling
was done by comparing the view from the cameras and the
result of tracking. We asked the labeler to be as precise as
possible in evaluating the results, but because of the manual
labeling the obtained evaluation result can only be considered
approximate. The result of the accuracy evaluation is shown
in Table III.
The system performs quite well on weekdays when the
density of persons in the space is low. The main source of
error are temporarily lost tracks, which happened especially in
areas where the coverage was not very good, such as in parts
that are far away from all observing sensors. (Even though we
planned the setup carefully, due to the interference and noise
it was hard to obtain even coverage throughout the tracking
area.) In most cases the system recovered the track, but there
was also a number of ID changes.
In the evaluation for the weekend most of the analyzed
persons were from the afternoon samples (at 13 and 16 hours)
when the area is most crowded, so the result gives an insight
into the influence of person density on the tracking. There is
an increase in all the error measures.
A major cause of the increased number of false positives
(about 45% of cases) were objects such as baby carts and
suitcases, which are more frequent during the weekend when
there are more families and travelers in the center. As we noted
before, the tracking method does not explicitly distinguish
between human and non-human objects, so these objects are
in general being tracked as humans.
In the case of misses and ID changes, more than 60% of
them happened on children who are also more frequent during
weekends. One reason is that due to their size in particular
the small children are more likely to be temporarily lost or
occluded by other pedestrians. As children often tend to walk
very close to the parents in some cases the system also failed
to cluster them correctly.

0

100
200
time [s]

(d) height

300

270
180
90
0
0

100
200
time [s]

300

(e) body orientation

Fig. 8: Comparison of tracking with robot onboard localization: (a) the robot that was used in the experiment; (b)-(e)
result of 3D sensor tracking (dashed line) and robot onboard
localization (solid line).

R36 robot (Fig. 8a) inside the tracking area. It had two laser
range finders in front and in the back and it estimated its
position and orientation online, using a particle filter based on
a grid map of the environment that was built beforehand [25].
Notice that the result obtained here will necessarily be
different from actual person tracking performance, as (1) the
tracking was not designed for the robot, whose shape is
different from that of a human (Fig. 8a); and (2) the robot’s
onboard localization is not completely accurate by itself, and
the exact error statistics for this environment are not known.
Nevertheless, we believe it still provides useful information on
the degree of tracking precision that can be obtained with the
system.
The result of the comparison during a sample 5 minute
run is shown in Fig. 8. The position tracking, Figs. 8b and
8c, was smooth with no large errors. The average position
difference between the results was 328 mm. The result in
Fig. 8d compares the height estimate from the tracking system
with the real robot height, which is 1080mm. The mean
absolute difference of the height estimates was 75.3mm. There
are also some jumps between sensors, but the accuracy is
sufficient e.g. for distinguishing adults and children.
Comparing the body angle estimates is perhaps less useful
for the evaluation, since the shape of the robot obviously does
not fit with the assumptions we made for people. Nevertheless
for completeness we show it in Fig. 8e. In many instants
6 http://www.vstone.co.jp/english/products.html
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(approx. 18% of the time) the angle was inverted due to a
wrong differentiation between front and back. If we exclude
the data where the angle inversion happened, the obtained
statistic of the difference to the onboard localization result
gives the estimate mean absolute difference 24.7o .
D. Example use of the system: extracting statistics
The tracking system allows us to observe the undisturbed
movement of persons inside the covered space for extended
periods of time. It is therefore possible to gather knowledge on
how the space is being used, how this usage varies with time,
what are significant areas and points in the environment, what
kind of interactions are occurring in the space, etc. Here we
illustrate some example statistics that we were able to extract
from the tracking results. The used data was taken in the period
between mid-August and mid-September 2012, on 10 days in
total. The results are shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9a highlights the difference between the number of
persons inside the tracking area during the day on both
working days and weekends. While on weekends there is a
large number of visitors, during the week the space is mostly
used by the persons working in the building. The variance of
the person number is also much larger on weekends, as it is
very dependent on parameters such as events and to a certain
extent weather conditions. It is also possible to notice a peak
in the number of persons before the ferry departure at 19:00,
which corresponds to the persons who waited inside the area
before boarding.
Other specific information can also be obtained. One example is the staircase south of the square (Fig. 7), which leads
outside to a wide space in front of the building. This space
is sometimes used for various events, and this can be readily
recognized by analyzing the number of persons that enter or
exit the area using the stairs, Fig. 9b. This value is considerably
larger on event days than on days without any events.
Figs. 9c-e give an insight into the spatial usage of the
observed area. These graphs were obtained from all trajectories
during 3 hours per day in the afternoon, on 2 weekdays and
2 weekend days. Fig. 9c shows the distribution of the average
density of walking persons. The east corridor is the most
used part, with its central section having the largest density
which is due to the fact that the corridor is narrowest in that
part. Compared to the corridors, the density of persons in the
square area is much lower. The analysis of the distribution of
the walking directions, Fig. 9d, shows very clearly how the
persons tend to walk on the left side of the corridor, as is
typical in Japan. A similar result was also shown previously
for a different environment in [28].
Additionally, 9e shows the positions in the environment
where persons often stopped. As could be expected, the
result shows that these stopping positions as well as the
corresponding body angles are related to specific features in
the environment, like information boards or shops.
E. Discussion and observations
The setup presented here shows many problems typical for
tracking in public spaces. First, there exist large differences

in illumination, ranging from direct sunlight to dim artificial
light. Next, the positions where sensors can be mounted are
limited due to factors such as the ceiling height or positions
of pillars. In addition, since there are both wide and narrow
areas, sensing at different ranges is needed. The arrangement
of static objects (the background) is also very variable from
day to day, and even during one day. For example there is a
number of shops in the tracking area which put products in
front the shops and regularly change their arrangement, and
occasionally there are also events where objects like tables or
chairs are set up inside the area.
These are the reasons why public space tracking has been
considered difficult, and solutions based on cameras can only
be used in limited situations. The described setup uses a
combination of different 3D range sensors to overcome these
issues, with very good results. The system can operate fully
autonomously except for some special cases. For example, for
objects that are brought inside the area for an event we rely
on an operator to mark them as background, otherwise the
system would track them as humans.
The sensors that were used in the setup could hardly be
described as ideal. For example, for the ranges at which we
used them, the measurements from a time-of-flight camera are
much noisier than in their nominal range, whereas the structured light cameras often have many missing measurements
especially when there is much external light. These issues were
one of the main limiting factors for achieving good tracking.
Different sensor choices could have been possible, for example
to use more Velodyne laser scanners, which are very accurate
and have long range and low noise. However this would have
resulted in a significant and for us prohibitive increase in the
cost. With the progress in the development of 3D range sensors
we believe that in the near future there will be more devices
with good measurement characteristics and affordable prices
available on the market, which will make the building of public
space tracking systems like this more feasible.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This work considered the use of multiple 3D range sensors
for the tracking of persons in a large public space. The sensors
are mounted overhead to provide good coverage and minimize
the influence of occlusions between persons. We presented
a tracking method which allows the real-time estimation of
position, height and body angle of all persons inside the space.
The proposed method is designed to be simple but robust to
imperfect measurements, so that it can be used for wide area
coverage of public spaces with multiple 3D range sensors.
Evaluation of the method showed that the method performs
very well and is more robust to occlusions than a laser
range finder based tracker. The shopping center installation
demonstrated that reliable and long-term tracking in a wide
real environment can be achieved.
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(a) Average value of the total number of persons in the area
during weekend (Sunday) and working day (Wednesday).

(c) Grid map of average person density, values are in
person/m2 ; only moving person data is used (velocity > 0.5
m/s).

(b) Number of persons that enter/exit from the southern stairs
during 15 minutes on a day with and without events.

(d) Grid map of velocity vector direction (the walking
directions are coded by color: moving towards NE - green,
SE - blue, SW - magenta; NW - red).

(e) Density map of stopping positions (person velocity < 0.2 m/s) with shown body angles during
stopping; the body directions are represented by different colors: looking towards NE - green, SE
- blue, SW - magenta; NW - red; the photos show the areas which stand out.

Fig. 9: Example tracked person statistics.
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